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Let’s Date: Okay, Now What?
by JOHN VAN DYK
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apologized for his famous book
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wife and husband.
A chapter offers practical ideas
on what to do on a date, and the
author discusses the differences
between dating and courtship.
Have a plan for a date night, and
spend a good deal of time talking
together, although he does warn
about the plague of excessive
texting – too much information
shared about minute details
of daily life is to be avoided.
Another chapter is on the role of
parents and others in dating, and
in chapter 7, the question of sex
is addressed with good biblical, confessional and practical
guidelines provided along with
valuable advice and instruction to
help maintain purity in a relationship.
There’s a chapter on singleness,
and a chapter on the question of
when to marry.
A personal, pastoral, practical
book that answers the questions
dating couples will have, which
should be read either before
forming a relationship or in its
early stages to be most effective
and useful. u

